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ABSTRACT


This final project report is written based on the internship activities conducted at DISPORA Kabupaten Wonogiri, starting from 30th January until 3rd March 2017. The objective of this final project report is to describe the activity during the internship in making articles focusing on promoting Wonogiri tourism.

Based on internship’s activity, this final project report describes how to make promotional articles about Wonogiri tourism in English. The process of making the articles was divided into five steps. The steps were having group discussion, doing observation, writing articles, proofreading, and submitting the articles. The problem that occurred during internship were difficulties in finding the location of the unpopular tourism destination, problem with camera, and selecting good terms. The problem can be solved by using GPS and asking direction to local people, borrowing camera from friend, and finding the meaning of the terms on dictionaries and the internet.
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